
BEFORE
AFTER

*Based on conditions and 
watering schedule.

BARE SPOTS IN

COVERS UP TO 130 SQ. FT. - 3 LBS NET weight (1.36 kg)

REPAIRS

MULCH, SEED & FERTILIZER

™

COMBINATION

BLACK BEAUTY PATCHER 3 LBS.

My Pledge Of Satisfaction

 (20450)   ISC822

Sign up to receive 
timely lawn tips

www.jonathangreen.com

CAUTION
Do not apply near water, storm drains, or drainage ditches. Do not apply if heavy rain is 
expected. Apply this product only to your lawn and sweep any product that lands on the 
driveway, sidewalk or street back onto your lawn. Also, sweep fertilizer off concrete 
surfaces to avoid staining. 

NOTICE
Seller makes no warranty, expressed or implied, concerning the use of this product other 
than as indicated on the label. Buyer assumes all risk of use and/or handling if such use is 
contrary to label instructions.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Store in a cool, dry place and keep out of the reach of children and pets.

1. PREPARE
Remove dead grass and debris from the area to
be seeded. Rake lightly to loosen the soil. This
creates a good seed bed.  

2. APPLY
Spread Jonathan Green Black Beauty Patcher
evenly on the loosened soil. 

3. WATER
Water the bare spot gently allowing the mulch to 
absorb it. Avoid the pooling of water. 
Keep the area moist until the grass has 
germinated and grown to at least 2 inches.

New grass should start to germinate within 14 days but it can take 
longer in a cold spring. Grass Seed germination starts when the soil 
temperature reaches 55° F.

The mulch will bio-degrade into the soil.

Jonathan Green Black Beauty Patcher is ideal for bare spot repairs
and pet damaged areas in your lawn. It can be used in sunny 
and/or shady areas. This combination of Mulch, Grass Seed and 
Fertilizer contains Black Beauty Ultra grass seed, coir and rice
mulch and lawn fertilizer to grow an attractive, high-quality lawn.  

Download our FREE
Lawn Care Guide

Jonathan Green & Sons, Inc. POB 326 Farmingdale, NJ 07727
dba Jonathan Green, Inc.

We have made every effort in the 
formulation of this product to assure 
that you will be satisfied with the 
results. If, for any reason, you are 
not satisfied, please write and 
describe the problem. Our lawn 
specialists will make every effort to 
assure your success.


